
Anne Vervarcke’s Family Finder 
Module in RadarOpus



How to use the Family Finder Module?

Section 1- enter keywords that define important elements of the case.  
These can be prominent themes, the style of delivery, manner of 

presentation, symptoms, observations etc.

Carefully 
chosen words 
that describe  
the primary 

issues of the 
case are 
entered



Section 2- the module will automatically find families and 
remedies that correlate with your carefully chosen keywords / 
expressions that describe the fundamental themes of the case.

The more you use the module, 
the more you will get to know the 
keywords for each family. Anne 
has provided a broad overview 
of many families, distilling the 
information down to the most 
succinct points. Therefore it is 
good practice to use the most 
fundamental expressions that 

describe the issues in the case. 



Section 3

Navigate -
 

View the Family tree  
(to see the taxonomical position)  

View Family members  
(to see the remedies within families)  

View the Map 
(to see the position in Anne’s Schema)



Navigate Section-

Family members view

A full list of the individual 
remedies in each family



Navigate Section- 
 

Map View

Correlations with 
the Periodic Table 
are given for all 

families

2nd dimension- 
The core issues 

are given here for 
quick reference & 
differential with 3D

What is the 2nd 
dimension? A grouping 
that includes minerals, 
sarcodes, gemstones & 

bacteria



Whole Interface

Zoom button 
allows you to 

expand the themes 
to full screen and 

larger text.



Family Information 

For each family/ remedy, the themes & core issues are given in a 
distilled ‘essence’ format drawing upon Anne’s clinical experience



Differential
This example shows how various families & remedies can quickly be 

compared as to their themes and position on Anne’s overall Map



Further Differential-
Here we see the themes of Placenta human, a Sarcode. This group has been placed by 

Anne alongside Gemstones in the overall Map.

There is a link to 
Row 4 themes

2nd dimension 
includes minerals, 

sarcodes, 
gemstones, 

bacteria



Another rare Sarcode is brought to our attention
Not only does the Module find families, there is also a goldmine of information 

on small / lesser known remedies.



Differential with Bivalve molluscs
This group is placed in the 3rd dimension, which includes Plants & Animals. This simple division helps 

you to understand the terrain of the case and can simplify the choice between different Kingdoms. 

A quick overview 
of “3D” qualities 
is given in the 
MAP section.

Correlation with 
Row 2 is given



The overall themes of “2D” describe how the patient 
expresses themselves, and what are the primary issues



Differential with a lesser known plant remedy, Rice. Member of the Poales

3D Plants 
description 

differentiates 
them from 
Animals

Correlation with 
Row 3 is given



Miasmatic indications are also given



You can also search for a family rather than keywords



In Section 2 (Families/Remedies) you will see all members 
of the family that contain information in the Module



Plus you can view the thematic information and 
keywords of the entire group



And their position on the Map

Correlation with 
Row 6 is given



Thank you for your attention!
Tutorial video on the way soon.


